SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

CASE NO.

COMPLAINT FOR 
1. VIOLATION OF BERNE RIGHTS
2. VIOLATION OF LANHAM ACT
3. VIOLATION OF CALIFORNIA UNFAIR COMPETITION LAW
4. VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT ACTS
5. VIOLATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
6. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
7. VIOLATION OF TRADEMARKS
8. DIGITAL HARASSMENT & CYBER-BULLYING



This complaint is brought under;
- California Unfair Competition Law
- Berne Convention for the Protection of Artistic Works
- WTO intellectual property provisions of TRIPS Agreement
- Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA 230) 47 U.S.C. § 230(e)(2)
- NET Act (for the criminal impingement to Defendant's willful and deceptive business)
- Trademark violation; Lanham Act/Berne



Plaintiff: Mr Christopher Everard



The Plaintiff, Mr Everard, is an individual citizen of Her Majesty's United Kingdom and British film director and documentary film producer, and owner of The Enigma Channel TV network in the United Kingdom who trades under the name GBC which broadcasts worldwide.  As a British film director, Christopher Everard's name is a Trademark - when you see a film which is labelled 'directed by CHRIS EVERARD' you know what you're going to get: Quality, motion picture documentaries made for cinema which use original visual graphics, dramatisations, original script, narration, animation and original graphics and cinematography which investigates events and people throughout the ages.  All film directors trade under their own name, which is respected internationally as a 'natural' or 'common law' Trademark internationally. Christopher Everard, owner of The Enigma Channel and GBC  (hereafter sometimes referred to either as "GBC/Mr Everard" or "Plaintiff") alleges: 

The Defendants:  Jerusalem Venture Partners / Qlipso Inc. - cit- 
ing Stacie Simons Segall, David Isaacs, Jon Goldman, 
Eric Goldman, Erel Margalit, JVP, 41 Madison Avenue, 
31st Floor New York, NY 10010 USA & Qlipso Inc. (who 
trade interchangeably as 'Double Fusion), 1512 11th 
Street, Suite 207, Santa Monica, CA 90401, USA and 
at  2434 Main Street, Suite 202 Santa Monica, CA 
90405, USA and citing OUTRIGGER MEDIA Inc. at 460 
West 34th Street 14th Floor, New York 10001.

The Defendants hold that all infringement on their website is uploaded by third parties.  Facts disproving this were discovered during the Plaintiff's investigation; Eric Goldman, a senior executive of Qlipso Inc. is believed by the Plaintiff to be also a professor in copyright law and director of Qlipso Inc. and senior moderator on the Veoh forum website.  Eric Goldaman's brother is Jon Goldman who is also a Qlipso/Jerusalem Venture Partners owner/executive.  Eric Goldman, as a professor of copyright law has published a blog which and Wikipedia pages which coment on previous copyright infringement cases involving the Veoh.com website oened and managed by Qlipso Inc.  Mr Eric Goldman is the administrator and senior executive controller of the Veoh.com Forum and employs a man named John Houser, who uses the fake cover-name of "TAZ6122".  Eric Goldman's employee, Mr John Houser, is a "super-moderator employee" of Qlipso Inc.  He is listed as the singular and only Forum 'friend'/co-conspirator of Eric Goldman at the Veoh.com website, and together they oversee and monitor the activities of Veoh website users.  

The Plaintiff has discovered that John Houser, an employee of Qlipso Incorporated incites, induces and directly publishes infringed copyrighted works and encourages statements and procedures amongst Veoh.com users and website members which circumvent the filtering elements of the Veoh.com website, resulting in the direct infringement and international unlicensed broadcasting of motion picture films produced by the Plaintiff's fellow film makers, such as James Cameron's AVATAR and Luc Besson's FIFTH ELEMENT movies - both of which feature the work of employees of the Plaintiff; the Plaintiff's investigation proves that Qlipso Inc. executive, Mr Eric Goldman and Qlipso Inc.'s 'super-moderator' employee, Mr John Houser (AKA 'TAZ6122')  has also violated the intellectual properties of the Plaintiff's colleagues at Paramount Pictures in uploading and illegally broadcasting the film GULLIVERS TRAVELS.

 John Houser, an employee of Qlipso Incorporated, using the cover name 'TAZ6122' operates a 'movie channel' called "Taz's Movie Channel" on the Defendant's website, Veoh.com.  The Defendants have been found by the Plaintiff to illegally broadcast many motion pictures, including a re-make of John Wayne's True Grit, Avatar, The Fifth Element, The Expendables, etc. etc.: http://www.veoh.com/list/c/taz6122

The Plaintiff complains that the Defendant is operating an illegal and unfair business model which contravenes Californian legislation because the Defendants' employees re-name the titles of these infringing full-length films and the Plaintiff's film, which are purposefully and deceitfully misspelled to hide the infringement and are therefore facilitating a circumvention of the procedures which block copyright owners from being able to detect their own films and therefore unable to report infringing activity. The  deceitful misspelling of the titles of copyrighted intellectual properties owned by the Plaintiff creates extra costs and consumes the time and resources of the Plaintiff and other copyright holders for which the Defendants should pay. 

Qlipso Inc. admit, in their Terms of Use at Veoh.com, that they intervene and take on a strict editorial role with any/all material uploaded to their servers; "Veoh may, without notice to You, remove or block any Video Content from the Veoh Service".

The Defendants require their users to respect the Berne Convention in their Terms of Use, by stating; "As a condition of use, You agree not to use the Veoh Service for any purpose that is unlawful. You agree to abide by all applicable local, state, national and international laws and regulations, including, without limitation, all intellectual property laws (such as U.S. copyright laws)".

The Defendants facilitate cross-border, international trafficking of the Plaintiff's films by allowing the Plaintiff's rights to be violated by anonymous, casual visitors to the Veoh.com website.  The Veoh Terms of Use clearly shows there is absolutely no supervision at all, by stating; "Registration is not required to view most User and Video Content provided as part of the Veoh Service".  The word 'view' also means, in practicality, that counterfeiters can visit the Veoh.com website and download digital counterfeited files of the Plaintiff's films which are packaged as MP4 data compressed files that have been created by the software engineers employed by the Defendants.

The 'movie channel' operated on Veoh.com by the Qlipso Inc. employee, John Houser/'TAZ6122' facilitates and provides a venue for others to infringe and is broadcasting a full-length version of James Cameron's "Avatar" that is re-titled as: "bst_ava_tar". The full-length version of "The Fifth Element" is re-titled as "IIIII th Element".  John Houser, AKA 'TAZ612" is listed as the singular Forum Friend of Qlipso owner/founder and executive Mr Eric Goldman, and, therefore, the Plaintiff brings this Complaint and Action to the court urging the curt to assist in the matter which is causing widespread job losses and financial harm to the Plaintiff and many others.

The Veoh founders and top executives are themselves involved in direct infringement of copyright; the Plaintiff has discovered in his investigation that senior executive of Jerusalem Venture Partners, Mr Ishay Pnueli, has a profile on the Veoh forum:
http://www.veoh.com/forum/member.php/4-IshayPnueli
Mr  Pnueli's employee, John Houser, under the cover-name 'Taz6122' posted comments to his boss recommending a German Veoh web-page/channel that contains infringed copyrighted work owned by the Plaintiff's colleagues at 20th Century Fox, Ishay Pnueli is included on this forum thread discussion:
http://www.veoh.com/forum/showthread.php/5974-can-t-see-german-movie-s?p=8026#post8026

Mr Ishay Pnueli and his employee, John Houser, recommended to a Veoh visitor a 20th Century Fox motion picture dubbed in German - proving that the bosses of Qlipso Inc./JVP and their employees on their Veoh.com website are engaging in business activities which contravene and violate the laws of California and steal jobs away from Californian people - see;
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v16699620gJppfzC7/echtdeutsch

To wit, the Veoh Forum, measured in terms of depravity and insularity promotes a culture of utter disrespect for international copyright law and has little precedent, with the Jerusalem Venture Partners and Qlipso bosses taking a leading role in the infringement.  The 'super-moderator' employee of Qlipso Incorporated. himself, Mr John Houser, is a proven direct infringer/violator of copyrighted works; the Veoh Forum reads like the inside of a high-school bathroom stall, or an obscene telephone party line; the Plaintiff's WORMCODE DRM protection system utilised on his official DVDs were brazenly labelled as "DVD Rips" on Veoh.com and video clips purporting to be Mr Everard having homosexual sex and involved in other sex & drug crimes states "Fuck Wormcode", with multiple video clips of the Plaintiff's motion picture documentaries being overlaid with captions which advertise TORRENTS websites operated and visited by Veoh website members where the Plaintiff's films could be further infringed and also a large amount of Child Pornography displayed at these pages linked from Veoh video clips could be accessed without any parental control or regard for decency or obscenity laws.  The official Veoh blog, authored by Qlipso Inc. employees "heartily approves" and recommends the viewing/uploading and illegal broadcasting of child pornography which is euphemistically labelled as 'SAILOR MOON' videos which have a distinct bondage/torture of little schoolgirls, child masturbation and penetrative sex theme and is presented in a cartoon format alongside advertisements for children's games and other legitimate cartoons which are specifically intended to entice and bring children into contact with filth and depraved content - all of which is broadcast without any consent from copyright holders by the Defendants.  

Qlipso Inc. broadcast various forms of of 'simulated child pornography' which include: modified 'cartoon-ized' photographs of children, non-minor teenagers made to look younger, and fully computer-generated imagery or young adults made to look like children by inducing a cartoon-type styliing to the content. Drawings and animations that depict sexual acts involving children, or scenes in which sexual conduct and scenarios are discussed by the characters, but are not intended to look like photographs are considered by Congress to be 'simulated child pornography'.

Qlipso Inc. and their website, Veoh.com, are broadcasters of Cartoon-Virtual child pornography.  In the United States, the PROTECT Act of 2003 made significant changes to the law regarding any form of virtual child pornography - including the 'SAILOR MOON' and 'LOLICON' filth which is broadcast worldwide by Qlipso Incorporated and it's venture capital owner-investors, Jerusalem Venture Partners. Any realistic appearing computer generated depiction that is indistinguishable from a depiction of an actual minor in sexual situations or engaging in sexual acts is illegal under 18 U.S.C. § 2252A. 

Drawings, cartoons, sculptures, and paintings of minors in sexual situations that do not pass the Miller test were made illegal under 18 U.S.C. § 1466A. And acts of bondage, gagging, torture or other lewd and potentially violent acts depicted in photographic or cartoon-like imagery that involves or is directed at characters who are dressed as schoolchildren are also illegal in the United States - all of which can be found via Veoh.com and on TORRENTS websites which have been captioned into the Plaintiff's documentary films.  

The broadcasts of this filth have been 'suggested' with lewd clips of such pornography alongside the Plaintiff's documentary films by the Defendants.  This material is broadcast worldwide by Qlipso Inc., including Australia and Germany, where the copying and/or ownership of virtual 'Sailor Moon' type material, as broadcast by the Defendants is punishable by up to five years in prison. In the Australian state of Victoria, it is illegal to publish imagery that "describes or depicts a person who is, or appears to be, a minor engaging in sexual activity or depicted in an indecent sexual manner or context".  In order to facilitate the broadcasting of filth and copyrighted works, the Defendants encourage their website users and employees to masquerade using fake names.

A previous lawsuit proves, by Veoh employee's own admissions, that copyrighted, professionally produced hardcore pornography has been ripped from porn DVDs and broadcast without permission of the rights holders on Veoh.com in the past.  Defense of this action drove the previous owners of Veoh.com into terminal debt.  Qlipso Inc. are being held liable, therefore for damaging the profitability of the Plaintiff and presenting the Plaintiff's popular documentaries in a derogatory manner, alongside lewd and disgusting material, which is in contravention to the Berne and other international treaties which protect the Exclusive Rights of the Plaintiff and adhere to the rights of an owner of intellectual property to object to any Derogatory Treatment, which includes the nature and type of display and venue of exhibition, or any unlicensed/unauthorised display of his works.

- On, or around the 7th March 2012, the Plaintiff discovered that the Qlipso Inc. executive, Mr Eric Goldman, who the Plaintiff belives works as a part-time professor at a university in California, was publishing statements which criticized United States legislation (the KIDS ACT 2008) for protecting children from pedophiles on social networks such as the Defendants' Veoh Forum.

The Defendants only cite in defense of international, cross-border violation of the Plaintiff's rights, the American DMCA legislation's "safe harbor" provisions which only apply to claims of copyright infringement when the material is expeditiously and promptly removed.  Defendants failed to cooperate and remove the infringing content completely and efficiently and promptly and failed to terminate the infringing activity of repeat infringers expeditiously even when the Plaintiff telephoned the offices of the Defendants to offer co-operation and had provided a Representative List of his infringed film titles.  

The Digital Millennum Act is American legislation to which the Plaintiff is not subjected to.  Bruce Lehman, the author of the DMCA legislation has described the contents of this Act as a 'disaster'.  The DMCA was quickly drafted and passed by Congress as a 'stop-gap' during the Clinton Administration before it was supposed that criminal factions such as MegaUpload, Grokster, Napster and 'video sharing websites' would attempt to steal copyrighted works on a vast scale.  

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act "Safe Harbors" are designed to protect the technical packet data transmission companies who provide the home-based ADSL and internet connectivity boxes for consumers and innocent transmitters of e-mails and other packet-data which may or may not contain infringing material.  Section 512(a) provides safe harbor for service providers who offer “the transmission, routing, or providing of connections for digital online communications, between or among points specified by a user, of material of the user’s choosing, without modification to the content of the material as sent or received.”  

Therefore, there is no "safe harbor" which provides Defendants any protection against the intellectual property Trademark violations they and their co-conspirators have willfully enacted against the Plaintiff, as the Plaintiff's films were indeed MODIFIED by way of superimposed advertisements and advertisements inserted into the Plaintiff's content so that the Defendants could profit from the unauthorised exploitation of the Plaintiff's Berne Works.  

Violations of the Plaintiff's Trademark/intellectual properties, are of paramount importance and complained as such to the Defendants in February 2012.  

The Plaintiff reported to the Defendants using full colour screen photos of the incidents which prove widespread rampant Trademark infringement, Trademark dilution, and 'cybersquatting' perpetrated by the Defendants for which there is no "safe harbor".

The Plaintiff provided all relevant evidence to the Defendants with clear full colour illustrations of the Trademark infringements, an offer to cooperate in the disabling of the infringements and an indication that the Plaintiff's costs in policing the Defendant's website would have to be paid by the Defendants, as their lax supervision is the only reason why the Plaintiff had to hire extra staff to deal with the matter.

Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA 230) protects website owners from many claims based on user comments and other third-party content, but it does not apply to "intellectual property" Trademark claims, nor to cross-border international violations which are not just 'Federal' in scope, but apply to Foreign Berne rights as is the case of the Plaintiff set forth. 47 U.S.C. § 230(e)(2). U.S. Courts consider federal trademark claims to be "intellectual property" claims, so CDA 230 will not stop a federal trademark lawsuit based on user-generated or other third-party content. 

The Plaintiff suffers from deteriorating blindness with a left eye which is partially artificial and has mid-frequency deafness.  Notwithstanding these physical impediments, the Plaintiff continues to produce long-form two hour motion picture documentaries which are broadcast by legitimate broadcasters worldwide, is a fellow of the Royal Television Society and demands a Jury Trial in which he wishes to present evidence against the Defendants personally with the assistance of an Attorney-member of the National Carer's association.  The Plaintiff is the world's leading director and producer of long-form motion picture documentaries - which have a running time of two hours, or more, and was the first person in the world to launch a TV Network, in 1999 at the Royal Television Society, which used the Internet as a Global Broadcast Medium.  As such, broadcasting and producing motion picture films and more than 500 TV shows, the Plaintiff's Enigma TV channel was immediately targeted by the former owners and present Defendant-owners when they started their Veoh.com website in 2005 - and within weeks of the launch of Veoh.com it has been shown through the rack ID server file-data that the Enigma Channel's back catalogue of specialist documentary films were deliberately 'ripped' from official DVDs and the titles of the counterfeit files of the Plaintiff's films displayed on the Defendant's website even say "DVD Rip", which, under American legislation, should have been a 'Red Flag' to the owners of Veoh.com that sooner or later a lawsuit such as this would be issued.



INTRODUCTION

On or around the 20th January 2012, the Plaintiff discovered that the Defendants' website entitled Veoh.com was broadcasting without any prior permission or license the documentary films owned wholly by the Plaintiff. 

The Plaintiff's intellectual properties were mutilated by being chopped into bite size 'Parts' or 'chunks', with degraded audio and lack of video clarity owing to the films having been subjected to data compression by software managed and operated by Defendant's employees and website engineers. 

The infringing video clips reproduce the characters, images, voices, sounds and other distinctive elements of the copyrighted motion picture documentaries owned by GBC’s proprietor, the Plaintiff, Mr Everard, whose own name is a Trademark implicitly related to his reputation as a professional film director.

The Plaintiff's motion pictures were mutilated beyond recognition by the overlaying of subtitles in many foreign languages and overlaying of advertisements.

In some cases, the Defendants and/or co-conspirators had strategically obscured the Plaintiff's copyright notice with superimposed advertisements.  Superimposed 'share' icons also obscured the Plaintiff's Trademark emblems. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act states that an internet website operator or  service provider that interferes with “standard technical measures” such as the "©" emblem that are used to identify or protect copyrighted works is not entitled to the safe harbor (§ 512(i)(1)(B)).

Some advertisements had been spliced and edited into the Plaintiff's films with obvious human intervention by the Defendent's engineers at Qlipso Inc., resulting in a situation that viewers were enforced to watch an advertisement before the Plaintiff's film could be watched.

As the Plaintiff's films were broadcast, yet more advertisements obscuring the annotations, captions, website URL and sub-titles appeared - thus mutilating the films of the Plaintiff even further.

The Defendants employed website engineers who concocted a 'suggestions' list of other video clips - some of which contained bad quality audio and video, wrongfully miss-titled clips of the Plaintiff and even pornography or lewd material during the unlicensed broadcast of the Plaintiff's films.

In some instances, the Plaintiff's films were shown in their entirity - including the "©" emblem and Plaintiff's name, along with a Screen Guild Certification 'Green Screen' notice - making it very very obvious that the clips were not created at home, or by any person other than the Plaintiff and his Enigma Motion Pictures & Enigma Channel studios.  This is a 'Red Flag' test which clearly should have alerted Veoh and Qlipso Inc. staff that the matrial was owned by the Plaintiff and his Enigma Motion Pictures and Enigma Channel studios.

On January 22nd 2012, the Plaintiff discovered unauthorised subtitled versions of his documentary films being broadcast which contained unrecognisable typefaces and a language which was unfamiliar and did not conform to any alphabet typeface on his office computers.  The Plaintiff hired a Greek multi-linguist to help identify and log into his Trademark/Berne Complaint and issue to the Defendant a report on the widespread unlicensed broadcasts of his films in the Greek language and to search for other Eastern European subtitled versions of his documentary films which were discovered as such and had been stored on Veoh rack servers and broadcast for many years by the Defendants and their co-conspirators.  

This would be the first of many new employees which the Plaintiff had to hire in order to detect, log and track the foreign subtitled counterfeit versions of his films being broadcast on the Defendant's website, and these unauthorised foreign versions have been expertly subtitled, with perfect accuracy, even when transcribing complex historical terminology contained in the Plaintiff's documentary films.  

The widespread nature of the crimes perpetrated against the Plaintiff show that an entity, who is presently assumed to be the Defendants, has financed or co-financed the expensive and laborious task of transcribing and making foreign subtitled versions of the Plaintiff's films which, owing to the the fact they have been broadcast many thousands of times, have diluted the potential foreign DVD and distribution markets for the Plaintiff's films.

At this date, the Plaintiff's films were being used as an advertising vehicle for WALT DISNEY WORLD without a valid license, nor agreement.  It should be noted that a former Veoh.com investor was a senior executive at Disney who was cited in a previous legal Action against the Defendants by Universal Music Group - this Disney executive had written a letter complaining to the Veoh management that copyrighted Disney films were being broadcast without license and that Veoh were, in effect, operating not as an Internet Service Provider, but as a 'Rogue Broadcaster' who were 'passing off' on their affiliation with the Disney executive and facilitating the stealing/broadcasting of Disney material as an over-reach of their relationship with the Disney executive.   

The Plaintiff's motion picture documentary films are suitable for an educated, mature audience - not children.  Mr Everard’s documentaries feature historical subjects such as Hitler, Jack the Ripper, the Holocaust, Warfare, Assassinations, Medieval Demonology and are totally unsuitable for the Disney audience and it is this fact which triggered the Plaintiff's central Berne Complaint, citing that the Plaintiff's films are being presented in a Derogatory manner to an audience for which the Plaintiff's filsm were never intended and could lead to moral harm of young viewers against the express wishes of the Plaintiff whose films are very usually broadcast after the 9:30PM watershed on European TV networks and are exhibited as 'late shows' in cinemas.

At this date, the Plaintiff discovered that Qlipso Inc. had sold advertising which was specifically targeted at the mature documentary market which the Plaintiff's films attract, and the Defendants were earning unjust riches from a profit-share in advertisements sold via their advertising office in New York, OutRigger Media, and other co-conspirators, who were specifically using the Plaintiff's films as an advertising vehicle and earning money from Land Rover and Microsoft and other major corporations.

The Plaintiff contacted advertising agencies and media buyers who informed him that a 'shopping list' or 'target list' of the Plaintiff's documentary films could be submitted to Qlipso Inc. and their co-conspirators, who would then place advertisements relevant to the subject and content on the Plaintiff's films.

On or around January 25th 2012, the Plaintiff discovered the Defendants using Mr Everard’s film about Edwardian, Georgian and Victorian secret societies and the Jack the Ripper murders as an advertising vehicle for the OPRAH WINFREY TV NETWORK without a valid license, nor agreement.

The Plaintiff is the long-time owner of a successful TV Network known as the Enigma Channel.  The Plaintiff suffered great mental anguish and distress, as he saw that the Defendants had targeted his documentary films and used them as an advertising vehicle for other rival TV networks, including NBC TV, TruTV and ABC TV.

Three extra members of staff were hired by the Plaintiff to log and track the infringing video files and calculate the vast number of unlicensed broadcasts perpetrated by the Defendants via their website Veoh.com.

The Defendants facilitated the publishing of text descriptions of the Plaintiff's films which had been directly stolen from the DVD covers of the Plaintiff's films, showing that the Defendants are both rogue broadcasters and Publishers of infringing material.

The Plaintiff then hired a member of the professional association of Private Investigators who has identified that Qlipso Inc. were profiting directly from the advertising which had been sold by them and their co-conspirators to; Walt Disney World, Ford Motor Cars, Snickers, HR Block , ABC Television Network, ESPN Television Network, Cheerios, TWIX chocolate bars and others. These advertisements were inserted and edited into the Plaintiff's films, overlaid on the plaintiff's films and displayed alongside the Plaintiff's films.  

Obvious human intervention is apparent in the modification of the counterfeited files by editing and adding parameter markers which trigger the advertisements sold by the Defendants - and this proven, unauthorised manipulation of the Plaintiff's films renders the Defendants liable under several articles in U.S. and international legislation.

It became apparent to the Plaintiff that his high quality British motion picture documentaries were being used to attract high quality British companies such as Range Rover and Jaguar.

RANGE ROVER SCIENTIFIC is a specialist retailer division which advertises on the Plaintiff's own Enigma Channel.  The Plaintiff ascertained through a series of phone calls that there had actually been an Advertising Brief issued which required Range Rover advertsements on YouTube and the Defendants website (and others) to target long-form high quality content and that 'documentaries' was implicitly part of this brief.

Jaguar (then a co-subsidiary of Aston Martin) had supplied transportation services to the Plaintiff in the production of his documentary films which were now counterfeited and being illegally broadcast on the Defendant's website at Veoh.com.  Jaguar had been screen credited as such and has a long standing relationship with the Plaintiff.

The London and New York Media Buyers in charge of the Jaguar advertising accounts confirmed that the Defendants and their co-conspirators offered through various agents a profit-sharing click-through advertising scheme which had allowed Jaguar representatives to 'cherry pick' and provide a preference list of documentaries which would serve as the advertising vehicles and basis for the display of the click-thru Jaguar campaign which the Defendants foisted upon the Plaintiff's popular films.

It became apparent that Qlipso Inc. were 'passing off' on the popularity of the Plaintiff's documentaries, turning a blind eye to massive infringement of his films and also poaching advertisers from the Plaintiff's legitimate TV Network to boot.  From the data provided by advertisers who were contacted by the Plaintiff, the Plaintiff was able to accurately calculate that the Defendants had earned circa £2,690,000 (two million six hundred and ninety thousand GB pounds) as part of ther share in these click-thru advertisements placed on the Plaintiff's documentary films.

It should be noted that the Defendants consider themselves NOT as an internet service provider, but as a broadcaster and supplier of TV channels.  The Veoh.com website claims to have made licensing deals with the producers of popular TV shows and music and has the Veoh.com website divided into categories such as 'cartoons', 'horror films', 'comedy' etc.  The Defendants have not, apparently to the Plaintiff, produced a single documentary film ever, and the audience viewing statistics show that apart the 500,000+ illegal broadcasts of the Plaintiff's documentary films represent the lion's share of factual programming. 

On or around January 27th 2012, the Plaintiff hired Private Investigators, former police officers, in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, Israel, and a freelance web-design engineer who has supplied a report at the Plaintiff's expense that alleges Jerusalem Venture Partner executives, who are the owner/investors of Qlipso Inc.; Mr Jon Goldman, his brother Eric Goldman, Erel N. Margalit and Ishay Pnueli were profiting directly from the advertising revenue generated by the huge audience which the unlicensed broadcasting of the Plaintiff's films at the Defendant's website, Veoh.com, had created for these years passed.

The Plaintiff received a report from the investigation team which alleged that Jerusalem Venture Partners were marketing 'advertising yield' software systems which have a potential to be used to create streams of fake 'clicks' on the adverts of advertisers at the Defendant's website, thus causing the bank accounts and credit cards of the advertisers duped in this scam to be billed for clicks on their adverts which were not from genuine members of the public.

The report allege that an IPO NASDAQ sell-off based on the earnings of advertising revenue by Veoh.com/Qlipso Inc. was/is being planned by Jerusalem Venture Partners and that much of the earnings have been made via the predicated unfair and illegal business model of stealing website traffic and advertisers from the Plaintiff's legitimate TV Network, The Enigma Channel.

On the 1st of February, 2012, the Plaintiff received a report commissioned at the Plaintiff's considerable expense, by Edward Leith, chartered accountant of the London Stock Exchange, which shows a direct correlation between the advent of unauthorised broadcasts of the Plaintiff's films from 2006 onwards by Veoh.com and it's executives and owners.

A supplementary faxed report from Israel, commissioned by the Plaintiff, revealed that the Plaintiff's Enigma Channel TV network, its advertisers and documentary films and TV shows had provided no less than 88% of the FACTUAL CONTENT broadcast by Qlipso Inc. and Jerusalem Venture Partners for the last two years.

On the 1st of February, 2012, the Plaintiff prepared a report for the FBI containing his findings.

On the 2nd of February, 2012, the Plaintiff issued a Cease & Desist letter to the offices of Qlipso Inc. via e-mail.  The e-mail was acknowledged by Stacie Simons (real full name Stacie Simons Segall) who asked the Plaintiff to provide further evidence of infringement.

The subsequent ongoing detection, logging and tracking of URLs continued at the Plaintiff's considerable expense, and supplementary notices, in full accord with the notification protocol of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act were successfully submitted via e-mail.

The Plaintiff's overheads in this mater have cost an average of £1,120 GB pounds to log and record each of the URL web page addresses of where the Defendants stored and broadcast the Plaintiff's films.

The scale of the task has been immense, with Qlipso Inc and their venture capital co-conspirators responsible for more than 540,000 unauthorised broadcasts of the Plaintiff's films, and advertising revenues in excess of £2,690,000 unjustly earned by the unlicensed exploitation of the Plaintiff's works.

False Attribution of Mr Everard's copyrighted works was widespread on the Veoh website, deliberately designed to make detection of the violations difficult, with many of the Plaintiff's films being re-titled to avoid detection.

The Defendants allowed their website members to claim copyright ownership multiple times on the same film produced by the Plaintiff - resulting in dozens of people using fake cover names all claiming to have produced and directed and to have 100% ownership of the Plaintiff's documentary films.  Any responsible website owner should have seen this is a laudable and unlikely scenario.

The Plaintiff's intellectual properties were hugely popular, with thousands of unlicensed broadcasts happening every week, as attested and boasted by the displayed statistics on the Defendant's own website.

It was apparent during the Plaintiff's investigation that Defendants had broadcast the Plaintiff's films for FIVE YEARS.

Counterfeit digital files in MP4, Flash and other formats were identified during the Plaintiff's investigation, showing long-term storage on Defendant's computer servers without Plaintiff's permission.

Defendants have used 'registration masking' techniques at a data centre situated in Scottsdale, Arizona to conceal the identities and contact details of the Defendants.

The Plaintiff employed staff to visit the Scottsdale data centre and provide a report to be used for injunctions to terminate the electricity supply of the Defendant's rack servers which contain hundreds of counterfeit versions of the Plaintiff's documentary films and TV specials.

Many of the counterfeit video files being broadcast by the Defendant carry the © copyright emblem which was clearly visible on the video clips and displayed "© Chris Everard/GBC/The Enigma Channel - all rights reserved", and also featured the trademark website URL of the Plaintiff, making it absolutely clear that the films in question were the registered property of the Plaintiff and NOT the bogus website members/employees of Qlipso Inc. who use fake cover names such as "110011", "1101011", "1100011" and "01100110" to conceal the brazen infringement of the Plaintiff's work.

Defendants were broadcasting hundreds of examples of the Trademarks and exclusively owned stylised logos/trade signs of the Plaintiff.

The Plaintiff's motion picture documentary films are produced for a mature, educated audience.  The Plaintiff's films present images and even music which are disturbing to young minds, with images of assassinations, strangulation of Rasputin, warfare, genocides in history, serial killers and images of Victorian secret cults and blood rituals.  GBC/Mr Everard are appalled at the brazen unsupervised broadcasting of the Plaintiff's documentaries - especially considering that children's cartoons are 'suggested' alongside the Plaintiff's films by Qlipso employees, as are lewd and obscene pornographic images, usually featuring stylised images of schoolgirls.

On February 2nd 2012, the Plaintiff sent a Cease & Desist letter objecting to his rights being violated under the provisions of the international Berne Convention for the Protection of Copyrighted Works to the Defendants.  NOTE: The published e-mail contact address for info@Qlipso.com is blocked and bounced the first notification back with a failed mail message saying "<info@qlipso.com> Reason: 5.1.1 The email account that you tried to reach does not exist".

Paragraph 2 of the Cease & Desist order asserted the Plaintiff's Berne rights, stating; "Veoh are violating the Berne Convention, by allowing False Attribution of Mr Everard's copyrighted works.  Mr Everard is a citizen of the United Kingdom, and his films are Berne works fully protected under English law and the TRIPS & Berne treaties to which the United States are signatories.

The Plaintiff's Cease & Desist letter contained all the relevant and correct identification of Plaintiff, with address of Plaintiff's European offices, telephone number and e-mail address of Plaintiff's offices in the United States.  This assertion of Plaintiff's rights is all that is necessary to alert internet service providers of Berne violations, to which there is no 'safe harbour'.  

From February 4th, when Qlipso Inc. and Jerusalem Venture Partners acknowledged receipt of the Plaintiff's Berne notice, they were officially under legal notice and had FULL KNOWLEDGE and the tools at their disposal to block all trafficking and further infringement and dilution of the Plaintiff's trademarks, his name and titles of his films.

The Cease & Desist order provided the Defendants a REPRESENTATIVE 
LIST of his film titles provided for reasons of accuracy and courtesy in order to facilitate the speedy removal of infringing files and in accord with American legislation known as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

The Plaintiff's Cease & Desist Berne complaint demanded; "Immediately cease and desist all further creation, distribution, advertising, promotion, posting or any other exploitation of the referenced infringing film titles, or any other activity which utilizes the titles, names, characters, images, voices, sounds, designs or other elements of our motion picture documentaries in any way whatsoever".

Under full accord with the international Article 47 of the WTO intellectual property TRIPS Agreement, the Plaintiff has the right to demand and receive from the Defendants the identities of the Defendants' co-conspirators/website members; "the judicial authorities may be authorized to order the infringer to inform the right holder of the identity of third persons involved in the production and distribution of the infringing goods or services and of their channels of distribution".

The Cease & Desist letter clearly demanded, lawfully, that the Defendants hand over the names and addresses of the infringers, with their full identities and also hand over the counterfeit digital files which the Defendants had made and stored on their computer servers.  The Defendants ignored these demands in contravention of the international rights of the Plaintiff under the WTO TRIPS agreement to which the United States is assigned.

The Plaintiff made it very clear that the Defendant would be invoiced, stating; "An invoice for the time this matter has cost us shall be calculated in due course and immediate reimbursement of our administration costs and the compensation for unauthorized recommercialization as outlined above is expected in good faith".

The Defendant's reply, dated 4th February 2012 by e-mail, only referred to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act and ignored the Berne Convention complaint completely.  The Defendants concealed their identities and gave no contact information. 

The e-mail reply seemed to be PARTLY a standard form letter which also failed to offer any assistance in the removal and termination of the unauthorised PASSING OFF of the Plaintiff's Trademarks.  

The reply did indeed include a request which caused further costs to the Plaintiff, signed by Stacie Simons, it requested; "... are you able to provide us with a comprehensive list of titles beyond the representative list in your email, as well as information that will allow us to locate the alleged infringing content?".

The Plaintiff complied with the request of Defendant Stacie Simons, and ensuing investigation to detect and log and track and report infringing content at Veoh.com, financed at considerable cost by the Plaintiff, and caused entirely by the unfair and illegal business model of the Defendants, showed evidence that the Defendants decided to have a last minute 'feeding frenzy' on the popular films of the Plaintiff, continuing to Pass Off on his Trademarks, name, likeness and copyrighted works even when they were under legal notice according to the Plaintiff's reasonable, correct and lawful Berne Complaint.

The Defendants had a Representative List of the Plaintiff's Film Titles and his NAME, under which the Plaintiff trades as a British film director, in a sworn statement, clearly explaining that the Plaintiff is the 100% copyright and Trademark owner.  This information was sufficient to perform keyword searches/blocks and terminate the vast majority of the infringing material.

The Defendants were offered a REFERENCE LIST of URLs in the Cease and Desist order, but did not ask for it until ONE MONTH LATER.

The Defendants were asked to hand over the counterfeit digital files which the Plaintiff owns copyright in the video and sound recording to, but ignored this request.  These counterfeit files and copies of the Plaintiff's work contain his original photography, videography, voice, narration and music.  They can no way be deemed the property of the Defendant.

From that date, 2nd February 2012, to the date of this Action, Defendants have actually maliciously  disregarded the lawful and reasonable demands to place a BAN on the trafficking of the film titles of Plaintiff's films provided in his Cease & Desist letter/Berne/Trademark Complaint dated February 2nd 2012.  The conspiracy alleged and upheld in this Complaint shows that the Defendants, whose Veoh.com had already been the subject of earlier infringement actions by Universal Music Group and others, was a 'stalling tactic', employed to enable further unjust riches to be earned from the unlicensed exploitation of the Planitiff's popular films.

On or around February 14th 2012, Defendants allowed further uploads of Plaintiff's films which featured titles which were exactly and previously notified in the Plaintiff's Berne Complaint letter and included in the Representative List which should have been used to identify infringement by repeat infringers on Veoh.com.

Five full colour illustrations, fully annotated, showing typical and actual infringement and the © copyright emblem and statement "Copyright THE ENIGMA CHANNEL & Christopher Everard 2008 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED" were provided in the Plaintiff's letter dated 2nd February 2012.  However, the Defendants ignored the accurate information provided by the Defendants and continued their fake act of 'innocet infringment' which is totally at odds with legislation in the United States which states; that Defendants "cannot make use of the 'innocent infringement defense' because a copyright © notice was attached to Plaintiff's work and clearly displayed for many years on the Defendant's website. In case of "innocent infringement", the range of damages is $200 to $150,000 per work, or, as in this Defendant's case each unauthorised broadcast of Plaintiff's Berne works. "Innocent" is a technical term. In particular, United States legislation states that if the work carries a copyright notice, the infringer cannot claim innocence - especially after having been contacted by the Plaintiff who provided his full and proper identity in a sworn and signed Berne Complaint.


The illustrations of infringed work owned by the Plaintiff clearly showed the file title as dsplayed at Veoh.com and URL of each infringing clip in a zoom-viewable universal PDF document which is compatible with all PCs and Mac computers.  The Defendants failed to remove this infringing material expeditiously, as the DMCA legislation requires, and thus from February 4th 2012 disqualified themselves from any "Safe Harbor" exemption from liability.

The Plaintiff was forced to employ even more staff to detect and log the cross-border, international, multi-language violation of his Berne Rights by the Defendants.  The Plaintiff' staff were employed so as to comply with the request sent by Defendant Stacie Simons, to provide more URLs containing infringing material.  Much of the infringing material could have been easily and cost effectively disabled and terminated by the Defendants if they had adhered to the demands in the Plaintiff's Berne Complaint and Cease and Desist order delivered and acknowledged as received by the Defendants on February 4th 2012.  A simple Keyword filter based on the Plaintiff's own name, his brands and Representative List of film titles would have averted the costs imposed on the Plaintiff by the Defendant.

On February 14th, the Plaintiff issued, at his own considerable expense, a report to the Defendants which stated: "We regret to inform you that the lawful and reasonable terms of our CEASE & DESIST order served upon your office on February 2nd 2012 have NOT been met.  VEOH/Qlipso Inc. have continued, beyond the deadline affixed, to exploit & infringe GBC/Mr Everard's motion picture documentaries.  VEOH have even failed to police their website and do the most simple keyword search for 'Chris Everard', which is perhaps the simplest of all methods VEOH/Qlipso Inc. could have used to avoid infringing our copyrights.  Since our CEASE & DESIST order was served on your office, VEOH/Qlipso Inc. have continued to display adverts for Snickers chocolate bars, Jaguar Cars, Google, Insurance companies, Gambling and other adverts that are attached/superimposed to clips of our motion picture documentaries.  Our Cease & Desist letter emphatically asked for the infringing clips to be expeditiously removed. In an act of Corporate Arrogance, VEOH/Qlipso Inc. has continued to broadcast mutilated and modified versions of Mr Everard's films, even when under Legal Notification by way of our DMCA Notification & Cease & Desist order, which invoked the Berne provisions".

The Plaintiff's February 14th letter supplied the requested extra information on infringement as requested by the Defendant Stacie Simons in her e-mail received by the Plaintiff on February 4th 2012.

In addition to stated URL locator information, the Plaintiff's report included fourteen full colour screen shots illustrating and full annotating the widespread, brazen violation of the Plaintiff's Berne Rights.  The Plaintiff's February 14th letter supplied yet another sworn and signed notification in full accordance of the DMCA legislation and made it clear this was a Berne Complaint from an overseas rights holder.

The Plaintiff's February 14th letter made it very, very clear that all infringement and violation of the Trademarks owned by the Plaintiff must be terminated and this was the central demand to this communication to the Defendants.

An invoice for the work caused by the illegal and unfair business model perpetrated by the Defendants was sent, with a full and accurate accounting and break-down calculations as to how the invoiced amount was arrived at was provided, with terms of 30 days payment provided as goodwill by the Plaintiff, and an offer to gentlemanly arbitrate and mediate the invoiced costs caused by the Defendants.

A further fifty-eight full colour illustrated and annotated screen shots from the Veoh.com website, complete with URLs and film/file titles as displayed on Veoh.com was issued by the Plaintiff as an appendix to the invoice, which included a polite and well mannered request; "... should you have any questions or requests regarding the supplied data in our notifications, then please, with haste, make your request for any further information which assists in the removal of infringing clips to our offices expeditiously, before 5pm GMT on February 25th 2012, and make sure that all such infringing material is COMPLETELY removed".  No communication, no apology, no offer to provide the counterfeit files from the servers owned and operated by the Defendants and not even a simple acknowledgement of this letter was ever sent to the Plaintiff.

Violations continued, with most of the reported URLs continuing to broadcast Plaintiff's films.  The Plaintiff was caused physical and mental distress by the Defendants willful criminal infringement.  

The Defendants ignored and failed to disable or remove much of the infringing material expeditiously.

The February 14th appendix to the invoice from the Plaintiff supplied the Defendants with yet another correct and proper notification, stating; "in accordance with Title 17 U.S.C § 512(c)(3)(B)(i) Mr Everard has sworn and swears, under penalty of perjury, that the information in this notification and the foregoing notifications are accurate and that he is the singular, undisputed copyright owner of an Exclusive Right & Rights that are infringed".  The Defendants did not dispute the notification.

Following the February 14th communication only two URLs featuring infringing material of the Plaintiff were removed, but one returned soon after.   It was an obvious ploy perpetrated by the Defendants as piecemeal 'window-dressing' to give a false impression that the Defendants respected the law.

The Defendants again did not expeditiously act on the supplied information, and failed to promptly remove the reported infringing material.  The Defendants did not dispute the facts of the infringement as reported in the Plaintiff's communications.

The February 14th notification and complaint issued to the Defendants by the Plaintiff stated; "we also would like Veoh to take note of the carefully detailed evidence provided in this appendix and our previous notifications and remove all our trademarks".  

By February 18th 2012, it was obvious that the lion's share of infringing material was still being broadcast, including the unauthorised display of the Plaintiff's trademarks and logos and stylised signs.  

The February 14th complaint, lodged by the Plaintiff stated; "Each and every one of the files could have easily been found by referencing the REPRESENTATIVE LIST supplied by GBC on 2nd February. It is obvious that VEOH staff failed to adequately study all our notifications which are presented in zoom-able universal PDF format in which even the tiniest of text is easily displayed on any PC or MAC computer".  The point-size of URL text is small, of course, because that is the way Veoh.com and Qlipso display the URL and permalinks on their website.

The Defendants broadcast hateful, malicious False Statements regarding the Plaintiff's DRM Wormcode Digital Rights Management system and make derogatory and untrue statements about the Wormcode Trademarked system owned by the Plaintiff - the video clips broadcast worldwide on Veoh.com stated "Fuck Wormcode" and "Worm-fucking-code" and featured images of naked erect penises, with verbal statements in both French and English.  

Hiding behind the alias "666Anti-Everard666", the Defendants in full knowledge allowed intentional falsehoods to be broadcast as part of a campaign to intentionally and maliciously interfere with the Plaintiff's business by broadcasting and publishing an onslaught of defamatory statements which pose serious commercial threat to the commercial stability and reputation of the Plaintiff.

The 'ANTI-EVERARD campaign was facilitated by the Defendants who failed to remove and disable the threat and bullying expeditiously, treating the Plaintiff's own Trademark name and reputation in a derogatory and hateful, threatening way.  The Defendants removed only one of the ANTI-EVERARD threats and did not remove the entire six video clips from their website member '666ANTIEVERARD666' until the Plaintiff wrote directly to the Defendant's lawyers.

The ANTI-EVERARD threat and abuse campaign had been published by the Defendants for nine months and html back-linked to a page featuring the Plaintiff's home telephone number and address, whilst encouraging and inducing infringement through a series of semi-pornographic and insulting video clips.  This campaign was orchestrated to threaten the reputation and personal security of the Plaintiff.

The titles of these insulting films, violating the Trademark 'Wormcode' of the Plaintiff and violating and abusing the good reputation of the Plaintiff's name made Malicious Falsehoods and False Light statements in large lettering such as 'CHRIS EVERARD - HARD DRUGS' and encourages Veoh.com users to infringe and disrespect the Trademarked and patented DRM technology owned by Plaintiff. 

These abusive and foul video clips contain a copyrighted picture of Plaintiff with his name/natural Trademark and referenced both verbally and in printed form the Plaintiff's Wormcode Trademark. 

Titles of these ANTI-EVERARD video clips abused the Plaintiff's natural Trademark/name - so crucial to his reputation as a film director, with the published video clips perpetrated by a fake code-name calling themselves 666ANTIEVERARD666, some clips were maliciously entitled with Malicious Falsehoods woven into the clip file-names, such as; "CHRIS EVERARD SEX WITH ALIEN", "CHRIS EVERARD JESUSSCIENTOLOGY" so that search engine results for subjects which the Plaintiff has made documentaries about (such as Christianity, religious cults and Extraterrestrial Research and the history of NASA) would be displayed across the entire world wide web and lead visitors to view these pornographic threatening video clips published by the Defendants.

The video clips contain verbal, insulting material that are impliedly said by Plaintiff himself when in fact they are not.  

The Plaintiff and his Wormcode DRM system's reputation & Trademark  were maligned by imposters who showed copyrighted photos of the Plaintiff alongside naked erect penises which was broadcast worldwide to hundreds of people and are in direct contravention of the Defendants' own Terms and Conditions, which state (as of March 12th 2012); "You may not submit User and Video Content that contains any pornographic, infringing, hate-related, violent or illegal content" - see; http://www.veoh.com/corporate/termsofuse 

The Defendants could have easily banned this violation of the Plaintiff's Trademarks, threats, hatred and attack on his reputation by imposing a simple keyword block after receiving the first notification which was issued in the Plaintiff's own name, made it expressly clear that the Plaintiff traded as a film director under his own name and that the Plaintiff is the 100% sole copyright owner.  

The notifications were personally signed by the Plaintiff but Defendants failed to expeditiously remove all the infringing material in Plaintiff's name and thus violate Californian legislation regarding online cyber-bullying; In August 2008, the California state legislature passed one of the first laws in the country to deal directly with cyberbullying. The legislation is Assembly Bill 86 2008, this law took effect, January 1, 2009. A recent ruling first seen in the UK determined that it is possible for an Internet Service Provider (ISP) to be liable for the content of sites which it hosts, setting a precedent that any ISP should treat a notice of complaint seriously and investigate it immediately.18 U.S.C. § 875(c) criminalizes the making of threats via Internet.

It was obvious to the Plaintiff at this point that the Veoh.com staff were perpetrating direct infringement themselves and so too were their website members - and the vilification and insults were directed at the Plaintiff because he protected his DVD discs with a DRM system which enhances the chance of identifying the original purchaser/uploader of the counterfeit copies of his films using the Wormcode analytics software.  

The "Anti-Everard" broadcasts on Veoh.com continued long after being notified and long after the February 2nd Cease & Desist order demanded that all references to the NAMES and characters featured in Plaintiff's films had been issued.  The Plaintiff made it clear that he himself presented and hosted many of the infringed TV specials and documentaries, but the Defendants decided to ignore this reasonable and lawful complaint in Plaintiff's Cease & Desist letter, committing libel, slander, invasion of privacy, harassment, Trademark vilation and intentional infliction of emotional distress all rolled into the "Anti-Everard" broadcasts.  Only one of five such debased and insulting and Trademark violating clips was disabled - and even then not expeditiously as the law demands, causing the Plaintiff extra costs in wrting a complaint to the Defendants' attorneys and telephoning their offices.

All of the "Anti-Everard" statements alleged in the previous paragraphs are also libelous because they expose the Plaintiff to hatred, contempt, rdicule of his Trademarks/products and obloquy in that they insinuate the Plaintiff's Wormcode DRM system to be ineffective. This Cyberstalker '666ANTI-EVERARD666" sought to damage their Plaintiff's earnings, employment, reputation, and safety.

The mere fact that the Defendants had been notified of this reprehensible material and failed to expeditiously remove it says a whole lot about the lack of respect and even malicious hatred Qlipso Inc. and Jerusalem Venture Partners have for copyright and the Plaintiff's Wormcode system. The word 'copyright' is a 'dirty' word on the Veoh.com Forum.

Instead of respecting the Plaintiff's request for a ban on his name, the name of others featured in his films and the characters featured in his films, the Defendants continued to publish and broadcast video clips featuring the Plaintiff; On or around the 1st of March, a full-length version of the Plaintiff's film 'Illuminati IV - Brotherhood of the Beast' was uploaded and broadcast by a Veoh website member called 'WellingtonM'.  The Plaintiff's film had already been featured in a sworn copyright notification issued and acknowledged as received by the Defendants on February 18th.  The Plaintiff provided the URLs in three  full colour screen photos and annotated the photos to show that the Plaintiff's film had been uploaded by Veoh website member 'Gorbalite' which also violated the Plaintiff's "enigmaTV.com" Trademark three times in two different 'Parts' or 'chunks'.  The video and audio quality had been mutilated due to the Defendant's data compression technology which had squeezed the Plaintiff's two hour film into a 'MP4' file format and had, in effect, compromised the audiovisual quality in doing so.  This data compression and mutilation was perpetrated by the Defendants.  The 'Gorbalite' version of the Plaintiff's film had been stored for 11 months according to the server data provided on the Veoh website.  Then, after being under legal notification and having all the tools necessary to permanently ban and block further infringement, the Defendant's willfully facilitated yet another unauthorised of the Plaintiff's same film, this time facilitating the counterfeiting activity of 'WellingtonM' who not only violated the film which had been previously notified but also uploaded full length versions of the Plaintiff's fellow film-maker, Mr Ron Howard, in which 'WellingtonM' placed the Hollywood movies 'The DaVinci Code' and full length version of 'Angels & Demons' on the Veoh website.     



These infringements were perpetrated with the Defendants having full knowledge that the Plaintiff demanded that the material be banned on the grounds that it diluted and violated his Trademarks, confused his legitimate subscribers and contravened the Plaintiff's Berne Rights, proving that the Defendants have a reckless disregard for the false and defamatory and illicit nature of the content which the Plaintiff complained about in writing on no less than five occasions.


The Defendant's entire business model, as the investigation of the Plaintiff reveals, is, and has always been, predicated on turning copyright infringement into cash dollars by way of attracting huge audiences with child pornography, graphic hard pornography and the Plaintiff's films (which would normally have to be watched as part of a paid-for subscription to the Plaintiff's legitimate TV network, or purchased on DVD), and then editing and splicing commercials into this illicit content.

 
At all times, the Defendants have committed Tortious Interference with the Plaintiff's business on an international scale and failed to remove infringing material even when in full knowledge of infringing activity and in receipt of full colour illustrated universal PDF documents, which even included helpful instructions from the Palintiff on how to zoom-view the  URLs.

Evidence of slow, ineffective and non existant respect to the expeditious requirement under law is provided below, in which the Defendants clearly neither had the staff, nor will to uphold the law in the prompt removal of infringing material - most of which displayed, without permission, the Plaintiff's Trademarks;  For example, a sworn and signed notification was sent to Defendants dated February 18th citing full colour illustrations, URLs, file-names, and actual titles of the infringing content - any one of these parameters could easily be used to detect and terminate the infringing content, as in all cases, the Plaintiff provided high resolution photos of the Veoh website which could be used to reference and correctly identify the correct infringing file;

as of March 2nd 2012 these URLs (reported on February 18th) were still viewable (that is TWO WEEKS after notification):
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-gZebSvTU2Lg
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-0ErvSRSznjc
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-insF9kewF_Q
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-Wmizs4N3dlU
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-ups63w-cjys
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-uK0YFNWZSzc
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-b_6OsJza4Rs
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-xuKS2q27idA
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-5xLGcROV-g8
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-JqMaI4t2f-s
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-9buT9ndd7JQ
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-C-KYSnPK4VA
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-rQ1NezPsocw
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-uK0YFNWZSzc
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-DpLPgo-w4iU
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-oeub5nvs484

As of March 10th, 2012 only THREE of these infringing files had been removed, which are cited below:
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-gZebSvTU2Lg
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-insF9kewF_Q
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-ups63w-cjys

A LETTER BEFORE ACTION was issued to the Defendants citing the violation and infringement of the Plaintiff's films - one such reported infringing file was;
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-b_6OsJza4Rs - which was reported and acknowledged as received by the Defendants on March 6th.  The Plaintiff discovered that this exact same file was still being broadcast on March 12th, with a clear statement to induce further infringement upon the Plaintiff.  The title of the clip is "Download The Illuminati Vol 4 Brotherhood of the Beast (2010) BDRip x264-DMZ.mp4" Note the term "Rip" denoting that this refers to a video clips stolen from a 'ripped' DVD of the Defendant.  The video clip displays text inducing infringement by stating; 'Download the File for Free Here @ http://www.kosdownloads.com Enjoy Unlimited Free Movies, Games, Apps, eBooks, Tutorials, Hot Wallpapers, Music mp3 and lots more
Visit http://www.kosdownloads.com and search for your Desire FIle and Start Downloading right away'.  This infringing clip had been previously notified in writing to the Defendants on February 18th, with a sworn notification signed by the Plaintiff in full accordance with the DMCA and featured as an illustration on page 18 of the Plaintiff's letter clearly showing the URL and the video clip's title.  The Defendants had TWO opportunities to expeditiously remove this infringing file, but failed to do so and is still being broadcast at the date of this Action by the Defendants.

It became obvious that the Defendants were caught between a rock and a hard place; the Defendants had sold advertising campaigns linked to the popularity of the Plaintiff's films, and therefore gambled on the unjust riches outweighing the cost of fighting a lawsuit - this is the kind of underhanded business model which the Californian Unfair Business legislation is designed to stamp out.

The Defendants may argue that TWO WEEKS is adequate to satisfy the 'expeditious' removal requirement - the Plaintiff argues that it is NOT because, as an example of many, just one video clip of plaintiff's work is broadcast worldwide many hundreds of times in the space of a few days - one such example is;
http://www.veoh.com/watch/yapi-q-IQLCgOTpg
Story of the Knights Templar in a nutshell part 1 of 2
Feb. 25 - 156,004
March 5 - 156,641
March 10 - 156,965 views

One can see easily that just this single clip alone is broadcast 961 times in a Two Week period.  Every unlicensed broadcast contributes to lost subscription revenue for the Plaintiff's legitimate TV network and has a bad impact on DVD sales, as it portrays an incomplete and mutilated version of the Plaintiff's motion picture documentaries.  Most clips also violated the Plaintiff's Trademarks to which there is no "Safe Harbor".  

Between the date of the receipt of the Plaintiff's Berne Complaint which was acknowledged as received by Defendant Stacie Simons on February 4th and the date of the Plaintiff's further complaint on the 14th February 2012, the Defendants allowed the reported infringing material to be broadcast 31,398 times.

Accordingly, and in keeping with the Plaintiff's policy of charging infringers with retroactive broadcast fees, each of these unauthorised broadcasts was itemised in an invoice dated February 14th 2012, which charges £1,560 per unauthorised use/broadcast.  This amount is strictly in keeping with Berne guidelines which are the basis for the Title 17 U.S.C. amount of $2,500 (£1,560 GB pound equivalent) per unauthorized performance/use/broadcast, and is reiterated in the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988 amended section 504(c) Pub. L. No. 100-568, 102 Stat. 2853, 2860 and in full accordance with The Digital Theft Deterrence and Copyright Damages Improvement Act of 1999 amended section 504(c).  In fact, Berne allows Plaintiff to demand THREE TIMES this amount, if so deemed.

Under the so called Red Flag Test, the Defendant loses all immunity from liability in this case, because the Qlipso Inc. executive, Mr Eric Goldman had a singular friend/employee listed in his Veoh.com Forum profile who was inducing infringement and perpetrating direct infringement by uploading copyrighted works owned by Paramount Pictures.  A service provider loses immunity if it fails to take action when it is aware of infringing activity because the activity is apparent (§ 512(c)(1)(A)(ii)).  The singular friend/employee of Eric Goldman had a publicly viewable list of the films which the employee had uploaded to Veoh.com and this list clearly shows copyrighted works owned by the Plaintiff's colleagues at Paramount Pictures being violated.  The person perpetrating this was employed as a 'super-moderator' employee and had interacted and communicated with Qlipso Inc. executive Eric Goldman and was known to Eric Goldman at all times.

With regards to the lame and rather badly thought-out legal defence proferred by the Defenadant's attorneys ONE MONTH after receiving notification, the Defendants claim that the Plaintiff's notifications were somehow 'deficient'. This is not true and there was a Reference List of URLs offered, which the Defendants did not specifically ask for until one month of further infringements took place.  In ALS SCAN, INC. v. REMARQ COMMUNITIES, INC. it was confirmed and held that supplying a URL text-clickable list is NOT deemed by the law to be necessary - the reporting of infringing material can be properly notified using screen photos just as the Plaintiff has done and is in full accord with the DMCA which states that copyright owners only have to provide website operators "information reasonably sufficient to permit the service provider to locate the material". The ALS judgement at the Appeals Court for the fourth circuit of California states and upholds that the "Safe Harbour" immunity is only for websites who DO NOT PROFIT from the infringement in any way whatsoever, and, the judge upheld "This immunity, however, is not presumptive, but granted only to "innocent" service providers who can prove they do not have actual or constructive knowledge of the infringement, as defined under any of the three prongs of 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(1).   See: Published Appeal from the United States District Court for the District of Maryland, at Baltimore. J. Frederick Motz, Chief District Judge. (CA-99-2594-JFM) No. 00-1351.

The Plaintiff seeks damages and relief because the Defendants committed actual direct copyright infringement through their own employees and targeted the Plaintiff with Trademark violations (to which there is no Safe Harbour), Abuse, Threats, Economic Disadvantage, Poached Advertisers, Displayed the Plaintiff's work alongside lewd and obscene video clips which the Defendants "heartily approve" and suggested lewd clips to viewers of Plaintiff's films and violated the expeditious requirement of the DMCA in dragging their heels and not promptly disabling the Plaintiff's content because the Defendants were earning money as part of a profit-share pact which commercialised the infringed versions of the Plaintiff's films by way of editing and nserting commercials.

On page 12 of the ALS Scan ruling the judges state;
The notification requirements [of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act] are relaxed to the extent that, with respect to multiple works, not all must be identified — only a "representative" list. See id. § 512(c)(3)(A)(ii). And with respect to location information, the copyright holder must provide information that is "reasonably sufficient" to permit the service provider to "locate" this material. Id. § 512(c)(3)(A)(iii) (emphasis added). This subsection specifying the requirements of a notification does not seek to burden copyright holders with the responsibility of identifying every infringing work — or even most of them — when multiple copyrights are involved. Instead, the requirements are written so as to reduce the burden of holders of multiple copyrights who face extensive infringement of their works. Thus, when a letter provides notice equivalent to a list of representative works that can be easily identified by the service provider, the notice substantially complies with the notification requirements.
	In this case, ALS Scan provided RemarQ with information that (1) identified two sites created for the sole purpose of publishing ALS Scan’s copyrighted works, (2) asserted that virtually all the images at the two sites were its copyrighted material, and (3) referred RemarQ to two web addresses where RemarQ could find pictures of ALS Scan’s models and obtain ALS Scan’s copyright information. In addition, it noted that material at the site could be identified as ALS Scan’s material because the material included ALS Scan’s "name and/or copyright symbol next to it." We believe that with this information, ALS Scan substantially complied with the notification requirement of providing a representative list of infringing material as well as information reasonably sufficient to enable RemarQ to locate the infringing material". Judge Niemeyer wrote the opinion, in which Judge Widener and Judge Wilkins joined, Decided: February 6, 2001.





JURISDICTION AND VENUE

Plaintiff conducts business in the State of California, employs Californian residents and businesses, has Californian based advertising clients, and has since 1999, many Californian subscribers to his popular TV Network in the State of California and, who makes motion pictures in cooperation with Californian businesses, brings his complaint and  citing CALIFORNIA'S UNFAIR COMPETITION LAW SECTION 17200, with respect to the ongoing and proven dishonest, misleading business practices conducted by Qlipso Inc. and their website Veoh.com.  

The Plaintiff's complaint cites that Qlipso Inc. who operate from offices in California and it's owners, Jerusalem Venture Partners, with offices in New York, and their associated OutRigger Media advertising sales agent, with offices in New York, operate the Veoh.com website from offices in Santa Monica to make unjust riches from selling advertising on copyrighted films and TV shows produced and owned by the Plaintiff when in FULL KNOWLEDGE of violation of the Plaintiff's internationally recognised copyrighted motion picture documentaries. 

The Plaintiff, Mr Everard, made the Defendant's aware of widespread violation of his international rights on February 2nd 2012, but Defendants continued to attract visitors to their Veoh.com website 'passing off' on the Trademarks and sounds, images, likeness, name and films of the Plaintiff and failed to expeditiously remove the infringing material promptly as the law requires.

The Plaintiff offered a Reference List of URLs to help Defendants identify infringing content and foster a mutual relationship to terminate the unlawful exploitation of the Plaintiff's works.  A whole MONTH passed before the Defendants requested the Reference List.  On February 2nd 2012, the Plaintiff issued a Cease & Desist letter citing many web pages infringing his rights.  The Plaintiff provided full colour illustrations, URL locations where the infringing material could be found, and even instructions on how to view the PDF dossier of evidence but the Defendants failed to expeditiously remove the material.  

The Five Types Of Wrongful Conduct That Constitute "Unfair Competition" under the California legislation are;

"Unfair competition" is defined in Section 17200 as encompassing any one of the following five types of business "wrongs":  

(1) an "unlawful" business act or practice; 
(2) an "unfair" business act or practice; 
(3) a "fraudulent" business act or practice; 
(4) "unfair, deceptive, untrue or misleading advertising"; and 
(5) any act prohibited by Sections 17500-17577.5.  

The definitions in Section 17200 are disjunctive.  Each of these five "wrongs" operates independently from the others.  "[I]n other words, a practice is prohibited as 'unfair' or ['fraudulent'] even if not 'unlawful' and vice versa."
   
The reach of Section 17200 is broad and imposing; "the Legislature apparently intended to permit courts to enjoin ongoing wrongful business conduct in whatever context such activity might occur."  

Unlike other unfair and deceptive practices statutes, intent is irrelevant since a  Section 17200 plaintiff is not required to show that the defendant actually intended to injure anyone. (1) 

As detailed below, the "cleansing power" allowed by Section 17200 can pose a formidable challenge to defendants. 


FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
The Plaintiff realleges paragraphs x through x, inclusive, and by this reference incorporates the same as though fully set forth herein. 

As a foreign copyright owner, laws set forth and assigned by the United States government allow the Plaintiff to claim all types of relief and all types of damages in keeping with the guidelines of Article 44 in the WTO intellectual property TRIPS Agreement; Article 44 requires that the courts be empowered to order injunctions, i.e. to order a party to desist from infringements, including the possibility to prevent imported infringing goods from entering into domestic distribution channels. Members are not obliged to provide that authority where a person has acted in good faith. Article 45 provides that the courts must be empowered to order an infringer, at least if he or she acted in bad faith, to pay the right holder adequate damages. They must also be authorized to order the infringer to pay the right holder's expenses. These expenses may include appropriate attorney's fees. In appropriate cases, the courts may be authorized to order recovery of profits and/or payment of pre-established damages even where the infringer acted in good faith.


-------------------
NOTE: (1)  See State Farm, 45 Cal. App. 4th at 1102.  Moreover, with respect to a Section 17200 claim based on "unlawful" conduct, the plaintiff does not even have to show that anyone 
actually was injured.  See People ex rel. Van de Kamp v. Cappuccio, Inc., 204 Cal. App. 3d 750, 758-61 (1988). 



---------------------

Relevant Case Law:

ALS Scan v. RemarQ Cmtys.
CA-99-2594-JFM (D. Md. 2000)
Dismissing a copyright infringement claim over user-posted infringements over two USENET newsgroups
239 F.3d 619 (4th Cir. 2001), available at http://www.loundy.com/CASES/ALS_v_RemarQ.html
ALS Scan submitted a notice that “substantially” complied with the DMCA requirements; thus, RemarQ could not claim the §512(c) safe harbor.


Playboy Enters., Inc. v. Sanfilippo
1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5125 (S.D. Cal. 1998)
$3.7 million judgment for copyright infringement when a website provided subscription access to pictures that may have been uploaded by a third party.

Playboy Enters., Inc. v. Frena
839 F. Supp. 1552 (M.D. Fla. 1993).
Website operator held liable for obscuring the Playboy Trademark in order to profit and exploit stolen images from the Playboy company.

Perfect 10, Inc v. Google
District court: Google may be directly liable for displaying thumbnail images.


A & M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc.
114 F. Supp. 2d 896 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 10, 2000)
Napster contributorily infringed because it had both actual knowledge and, at least, constructive knowledge that users were using the software to infringe and facilitate the infringement; and found vicarious infringement through some dubious assertions about Napster’s supervision/policing of its service; thus, Napster cannot claim § 512(a) safe harbor
2001 U.S. App. LEXIS 1941 (9th Cir. Feb. 12, 2001); available at http://www.ce9.uscourts.gov/web/newopinions.nsf/0/c4f204f69c2538f6882569f100616b06?OpenDocument
2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2186 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 5, 2001)
District court issued a preliminary injunction requiring the record companies to submit some information about the infringing items to force Napster to remove the items within 3 business days
284 F.3d 1091 (9th Cir. Mar. 25, 2002)
9th Circuit affirmed the district court’s modified injunction and shutdown order


In re Aimster Copyright Litig.
·       252 F. Supp. 2d 634 (N.D. Ill. 2002)
Injunction based on contributory and vicarious infringement
·       334 F.3d 643 (7th Cir. 2003), available at http://news.findlaw.com/hdocs/docs/aimster/inreaimster63003opn.pdf




Anthony v. Yahoo! Inc.
2006 WL 708572 (N.D. Cal. March 17, 2006)
Yahoo can’t claim 230 defense when allegedly it created false postings itself and retained expired postings but characterized them falsely as active.

Donato v. Moldow
865 A.2d 711 (N.J. Super. Ct., App. Div. Jan. 31, 2005) 
Court granted judgment on pleadings based on §230 to community-oriented website based on defamatory pseudonymous message board postings because the website operator editorially chose to control the content and was proven to mainpuate and interact with and subsequently deleted some messages, taking on an Editorial and non-passive role; the court defined responsibility because the website operator acted as being a 'joint information content provider' and, as such, made a “material substantive contribution to the information that is ultimately published.”

16 Cal. Rptr. 3d 192 (Cal. App. Ct. July 22, 2004), 
Appeals court found that §230 does not protect information distributors and website opertors/owners who knew or had reason to know of defamatory material being broadcast/contained on their website


Huntingdon Life Sciences, Inc. v. Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty USA, Inc.
129 Cal.App.4th 1228 (Cal. App. Ct. June 1, 2005)
Questions, via a footnote, if websites are actually an “interactive computer service”, and thus potentially do not qualify for Safe Harbor


MCW Inc. v. badbusinessbureau.com
2004 WL 833595 (N.D. Tex. Apr. 19, 2004)
ruled that website operators were not eligible for §230 because they played a role in partially creating the allegedly defamatory content, saying that the website operators would be responsible for content generated by third parties if the operators actively encouraged and instructed those parties to generate the content.

New York v. BuffNet
(settlement Feb. 2001)
Internet Service Provider pled guilty to criminal facilitation in the fourth degree for failing to remove newsgroup and URL weblinks which broadcast and/or facilitated the downloading of images and videos which showed children and cartoons of children and seemingly under-age personalities in lewd and obscene scenarios, tantamount to Japanese 'Hentai' child porn cartoons and photographic images of similar content.

Whitney Information Network, Inc. v. Xcentric Ventures LLC
2005 WL 1677256 (M.D. Fla. July 14, 2005).  Website publishing consumer gripes not liable for defamation under 47 USC 230.
2006 WL 2243041 (11th Cir. Aug 1., 2006).  Reversing dismissal on jurisdictional grounds.  Implying that a website’s editing of third party content would preclude 230 immunization.


800-JR Cigar v. GoTo.com, Inc.
2006 WL 1971659 (D. N.J. July 13, 2006)
Selling keywords is a trademark use in commerce.


Gov’t Employees Ins. Co. (GEICO) v. Google, Inc.
330 F. Supp. 2d 700 (E.D. Va. Aug. 25, 2004).  Search engine selling keywords is trademark “use.”


Gucci Am., Inc. v. Hall & Assocs.
135 F. Supp. 2d 409 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 14, 2001), available at http://www.Loundy.com/CASES/Gucci_v_Hall.html.
Rejecting §230 as a defense to contributory trademark infringement.


Perfect 10, Inc. v CCBill, LLC
340 F. Supp. 2d 1077 (C.D. Cal. June 22, 2004)
§230 does not cover state trademark claims.

Ellison v. Robertson
189 F. Supp. 2d 1051 (C.D. Cal. 2001)
In a dispute over copyright infringement committed by users on USENET, rejecting AOL’s and RemarQ’s motion to dismiss.  RemarQ settled the case in January 2002. 
357 F.3d 1072 (9th Cir. 2004), available at http://www.cacd.uscourts.gov/CACD/RecentPubOp.nsf/bb61c530eab0911c882567cf005ac6f9/47819ca5ada002af88256b7c006a4494/$FILE/CV00-04321FMC.pdf
AOL had not properly complied with the DMCA safe harbor requirements based on a notification email address that was not working. 






